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Executive Summary

How are students performing? Where will the district focus attention?

Priority Performance Challenges: Specific statements about the district's performance challenges (not budgeting, staffing curriculum, instruction,
etc.), with at least one priority identified for each performance indicator (Achievement, Growth, PWR), where the District did not meet federal,
state and/or local expectations.
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  Academic achievement for students with IEP's and accessing the FRL program. Name:
  Students receiving support through Individualized Education Plans and participating in the Free/Reduced Lunch Program didDescription:

not demonstrate adequate achievement or growth in both English language arts and math.

  Academic growth for students in English language arts. Name:
  Students in four of the seven grade levels assessed did not meet the state median growth percentile.Description:

  Low participation rating on District Performance Framework Name:
  Our district received a low participation rating from CDE due to attaining 95% participation in all state assessed areas.Description:

Why is the education system continuing to have these challenges?

Root Causes: Statements describing the deepest underlying cause, or causes, or performance challenges, that, if dissolved, would result in
elimination, or substantial reduction of the performance challenge(s).

  Lack of intervention programs Name:
  Lack of aligned, timely information regarding mastery of standards causes intervention to be delayed absent. Lack of EnglishDescription:

language arts interventions programs for students with disabilities

  lack of Literary text analysis Name:
  Students will improve their ability to determine theme in a text and compare/contrast characters within a text and in differentDescription:

novels.

  Lack of Highly qualified special education teachers Name:
  Some buildings have been unable to hire and retain highly qualified special education teachers.Description:

  Lack of interim data Name:
  Lack of interim data to aide identification of specific student curriculum gaps.Description:

  Curricular misalignment with new exams Name:
  Curricula is misaligned with new exams and the Colorado Academic Standards. End of course and interim exams myst beDescription:

aligned to tasks/standards that will be assessed on state-level exams.

  Inadequate intervention time during the school day Name:
  Students lack time/space in their schedules during which they could receive targeted intervention relative to English instructionDescription:

  Gaps in foundation ELA skills Name:
  Lack of foundational ELA skillsDescription:



  Students opted out were not coded correctly Name:
  Students were not carried over to the CMAS side of PearsonAccessNext thus they were not coded as a parent opt out, whichDescription:

effected our participation rate.

  lack of Informational text analysis Name:
  Students will receive more exposure to informational text as well as improve their ability to determine main idea andDescription:

compare/contrast information within paired text.

  Inaccurate student data in the data pipeline Name:
  Students were counted as non-participants for the district when they had moved from the district. Grade levels are small enoughDescription:

that the mis-recorded data had an impact on our participation rates.

Major Improvement Strategies

Major Improvement Strategies: Identify the major improvement strategy(s) that will address the root causes determined in the data narrative.

  Provide intervention classes within the school schedule. Name:
  Schedule will include targeted intervention classesDescription:

  Implement school-wide focus on reviewing non-fiction literature. Name:
  Weekly, teachers will provide opportunities for students to read and react to non-fiction articles. As a result we should expect toDescription:

see improvement in standardized test scores on these types of questions.

  Computer literacy Name:
  A certified teacher will incorporate keyboarding skills with the modeling and application of reading online text and writingDescription:

responses on the computer. The computer literacy teacher will also incorporate math fluency and vocabulary work in the computer literacy
class.

  The DAC will code all parent opt-outs prior to testing Name:
  The DAC will ensure that all students opted out of testing will be coded correctly in PearsonAccessNext as well as confirm theDescription:

status of each student is coded correctly on the SBD thus each school will acheive the 95% participation rates required by the state.

  Written expression Name:
  Teachers will continue to use Step up to Writing and incorporate Units of Study for Writing through a writing workshop modelDescription:

which gives students targeted mini lessons, exemplars,writing conferences and extensive writing time.

  Vocabulary skills Name:
  Across the subject areas, teachers will model and teach tackling "tough words." Teachers will model and teach identifying andDescription:

categorizing unfamiliar words through read aloud. 'Word Collector" pages in reading journals will be used to record new and interesting words.



  Identify students that struggle in English using NWEA data and teacher referrals Name:
  Using data, students will be placed in intervention courses at the stat of each quarter or mid-quarter through the RtI process.Description:

  Post early for anticipated special education positions Name:
  Post and interview early for special education positions in order to attract the most qualified and experienced teachers.Description:

  Provide release time for teachers to analyze data and align curricula. Name:
  Improved scores on English portion of standardized test.Description:

  Staffing pattern analysis Name:
  Director of Special Education to complete an analysis of instructional delivery staffing patterns to align to student needsDescription:

  Validate the SBD so as to identify students who have moved Name:
  Platte Canyon will not receive "no score" for students who have left the district prior to testing.Description:

Access the District Performance Framework here:http://www.cde.state.co.us/schoolview/performance

http://www.cde.state.co.us/schoolview/performance


Improvement Plan Information

Additional Information about the district

Comprehensive Review and Selected Grant History

Related Grant Awards

Has the district received a grant that supports district improvement efforts? When was the grant awarded?

Deer Creek Elementary was awarded the Ready Schools Grant in October 2016.
$21,400 to purchase classroom libraries for grades k-3
$3,600 to purchase an on-site professional development for Guided Reading

CADI

Has (or will) the district participated in a CADI review? If so, when?

No

External Evaluator

Has the district partnered with an external evaluator to provide comprehensive evaluation? Indicate the year and the name of the provider/tool
used.

No

Improvement Plan Information

The school/district is submitting this improvement plan to satisfy requirements for (check all that apply):

State Accreditation



Narrative on Data Analysis and Root Cause Identification

Description of district Setting and Process for Data Analysis

Provide a brief description of the district to set the context for readers. Include the general process for developing the UIP and participants (e.g., DAC
involvement). The description may include demographics and local context, such as location, performance status, notable recent events or changes,
stakeholders involved in writing the UIP, and an overview of the general process.

Platte Canyon School District is a rural district with just under 1000 students located in the mountains southwest of Denver.  The school district
has one elementary school, one middle school, and one high school.  On average, between 30% and 40% of our overall population qualifies for
the federal free/reduced lunch program and this number is slowly trending upward.  13% of our population has been identified as students with
disabilities and we now have a 2% homeless rate.  Our dropout rate is low, .7%.  Our schools place an emphasis on science, with two dedicated
science teachers at the elementary, three at the middle school and 3 at the high school.  We are in the process of developing a district-wide
STEAM program and have begun work on a maker's space.  We offer subject area advancement, grade level advancement and advanced
placement classes to our gifted students.  Our special education services are modeled on an inclusionary program for all students including those
that receive support in school-based programs for students with physical or cognitive needs.  The district, as a whole, determined that there was
a need for a more balanced assessment system and sent out an RFP for an interm assessment system.  Through a process involving teachers
and administrators from each building, NWEA was selected as our new interm assessment system.  We have implemented district-wide
assessments three times per year to better inform instruction and intervention.
Each school has utilized the data analysis process with their teachers and their School Accountability Committees to examine current
performance and identify major priority improvements.  Root causes were identified and improvement plans were created with stakeholder
involvement.  Since Platte Canyon is only made up of one elementary, one middle, and one high school the information entered into the school
UIP's was collected and utilized for the district UIP, which was created by the Superintendent and the Curriculum and Assessment Coordinator
and received approval from the DAC and the Board of Education.

Prior Year Targets

Consider the previous year's progress toward the district targets. Identify the overall magnitude of the district performance challenges.

Performance Indicator:  Academic Achievement (Status)

Prior Year Target: ELA: At the middle school, the mean scale score in 2015 was 757.1 for all students, 748.3 for minority students, 745 for FRL
students, and 712 for students with disabilities.



Math: At the middle school, the mean scale score in 2015 was 748 for all students, 738.5 for minority students, 736.2 for FRL students, and 717.6
 for students with disabilities.

Performance: ELA: At the middle school, the mean scale score in 2016 is 759.4 (an increase of 2.3) for all students, 755 for minority students
(an increase of 6.7), 749.1 (an increase of 4.1) for FRL sutdents, and 720.9 (an increase of 8.9) for students with disabilities.
Math: At the middle school, the mean scale score in 2016 is 746.6 (a decrease of 1.4) for all students, 738.3 for minority students (a decrease of
.2), 738.6 (an increase of 2.4) for FRL sutdents, and 714.6 (a decrease of 3) for students with disabilities.

Academic Achievement (Status) Reflection

Platte Canyon School District has historically been a high performing district.  All three schools have received an accredited rating since the
system began.  
 

Academic Growth Reflection

Platte Canyon School District met state expectations for Academic Growth.  At both Platte Canyon High School and Deer Creek Elementary, their
focus is on academic growth in English Language Arts, as they are considered approaching in this category.  Fitzsimmons Middle School
exceeded expectations for growth in both ELA and Math.

Performance Indicator:  Disaggregated Achievement

 Prior Year Target: At the elementary, ELA, the target for Academic growth of FRL eligible students = state expectation (50-65 %ile)
Performance: Does not meet: 32.5%ile

 Prior Year Target: At the elementary, math, the target for Academic growth of FRL eligible students = state expectation (50-65 %ile)
Performance: Meets: 60%ile

Performance Indicator:  Disaggregated Growth

Prior Year Target: At the high school, in reading (TCAP) the median growth percentile for the FRL qualifying subgroup equals or exceeds 55.
 this target was written for the 2014-15 UIP.

Performance: On the PARCC ELA exam, the median growth percentile for the FRL qualifying subgroup was 40 for the Spring 2016 exam.



Prior Year Target: At the high school, in writing (TCAP) the median growth percentile for the FRL qualifying subgroup equals or exceeds 55. this
 target was written for the 2014-15 UIP.

Performance: On the PARCC ELA exam, the median growth percentile for the FRL qualifying subgroup was 40 for the Spring 2016 exam.

Postsecondary & Workforce Readiness Reflection

As no data exists in order to measure progress on this goal, a general statement may be in order.  Typically, many of PCHS students with
disabilities take longer than 4 years to graduate, often participating in transitions, alternative, or vocational programs; however, many graduate
within 5-6 years after initial enrollment.  This is reflected in our 6-year graduation rate of 92%+

Student Engagement Reflection

This is the first year that Platte Canyon has ever received a rating of ''low participation''.  After data analysis and reflection on practices, it was
determined that students who were ''opted - out'' by their parents were not entered into both sides of PearsonAccessNext thus resulting in lower
than actual representations of participation.  Additionally, several students who had left the district to move out of state or out of the country were
not removed for PearsonAccessNext, again requiring Platte Canyon to take ''did not test'' results.  

Current Performance

Provide a description of the trend analysis that includes at least three years of data (state and local data). Trend statements should be provided in
the four performance indicator areas and by disaggregated groups. Trend statements should include the direction of the trend and a comparison
(e.g. state expectations, state average) to indicate why the trend is notable.

Platte Canyon School District met state expectations for Academic Achievement. Each school has achieved a Performance Plan rating from the
state.  Fitzsimmons Middle School demonstrated outstanding achievement in the area of English Language Arts, exceeding the state
expectations for students in this area.  Similarly both Deer Creek Elementary and Platte Canyon High School students demonstrated outstanding
achievement in the area of Science, also exceeding the state expectations for students.
At Deer Creek Elementary, their focus on achievement is concentrated around the subgroups of Free/Reduced-Price Lunch Eligible students as
well as Students with Disabilities.  Each subcategory failed to meet achievement standards as set forth by the state.
At Fitzsimmons Middle School, their focus is on Students with Disabilities, as they were unable to meet the state standards for achievement in
both ELA and Math.
At Platte Canyon High School, the number of students reported in several subgroups were too small to report out on, however they will also focus
on the subgroups of Free/Reduced-Price Lunch Eligible students as well as Students with Disabilities.

Trend Analysis

Review the DPF and local data. Document any areas where the district did not at least meet state/federal expectations.



At the Elementary level, students are improving their mean score in both Math and ELA. Math: 732 in '15 and 746 in '16. ELA: 742 in '15
and 752 in '16. This is important because our teachers have worked to align our teaching and feedback more closely to the Colorado
Academic Standards.

Trend Direction:  - Notable Trend:  - Performance Indicator Target: Increasing Yes Academic Achievement (Status)

At the Elementary, students were approaching expected growth criteria in the area of ELA. Their median growth score is 45%ile which is
5%ile points lower than average growth in the state.

Trend Direction:  - Notable Trend:  - Performance Indicator Target: Decreasing Yes Academic Growth

At the Elementary, students met expected growth criteria in the area of Math. Their median growth score is 61%ile, which is 11%ile
points higher than average growth in the state.

Trend Direction:  - Notable Trend:  - Performance Indicator Target: Increasing Yes Academic Growth

At the Middle School, in ELA, data from 2015-2016 PARCC Assessments shows that Fitzsimmons Middle School Students ELA scores
made a slight increase from 87% (2015) to 89% (2016); the available data earned Fitzsimmons a rating of "Exceeds" both years. This is
a notable trend because our data has exceeded the state average two years in a row.

Trend Direction:  - Notable Trend:  - Performance Indicator Target: Stable Yes Academic Achievement (Status)

At the Middle School, in Math , data from 2015-2016 PARCC Assessments shows that Fitzsimmons Middle School Students ELA scores
made a slight decrease from 87% (2015) to 86% (2016); the available data earned Fitzsimmons a rating of "Exceeds" both years. This is
a notable trend because our data has exceeded the state average two years in a row.

Trend Direction:  - Notable Trend:  - Performance Indicator Target: Stable Yes Academic Achievement (Status)

Additional Trend Information:



Although trends are hard to determine due to the transition period from one set of assessments to others, it is apparent that PCHS students still
generally under-perform relative to their high school-aged peers on English Language arts exams. This is true (and has been) with our entire
student group generally, and more specifically, with our free/reduced lunch eligible students.

Math and science trends are harder to determine as our students continue to perform well as compared to their peers in these areas. For science,
this is the first year that we have relevant data. It is noted that our free-reduced lunch eligible students vastly under-performed their PCHS peers on
the science exam, so this is an area we will monitor closely in the next few years.

Relative to Post-Secondary Readiness, our 6-year graduation rate of 92.2% continues to be robust, while our free/reduced lunch eligible students
lag at 85.7% (5-year). Our Matriculation Rate of 53.7% is of concern, however this is the first year for this data category. Our COACT score remains
above the state average, while our drop-out rate remains below state average. 

Priority Performance Challenges and Root Cause Analysis

Review the DPF and local data. Document any areas where the district did not at least meet state/federal expectations. Priority Performance
Challenges and Root Cause Analysis Priority Performance Challenges: Identify notable trends (or a combination of trends) that are the highest
priority to address (priority performance challenges). No more than 3-5 are recommended. Provide a rationale for why these challenges have been
selected and address the magnitude of the district's overall performance challenges. Root Cause: Identify at least one root cause for every priority
performance challenge. Root causes should address adult actions, be under the control of the district, and address the priority performance
challenge(s). Provide evidence that the root cause was verified through the use of additional data. A description of the selection process for the
corresponding major improvement strategies is recommended.

Relationship of UIP Elements

Priority Performance Challenges Root Cause

Academic achievement for students with IEP's and accessing the
FRL program.

Lack of intervention programs
lack of Literary text analysis
Lack of Highly qualified special education teachers
lack of Informational text analysis
Inadequate intervention time during the school day



Academic growth for students in English language arts.

lack of Literary text analysis
lack of Informational text analysis
Lack of interim data
Curricular misalignment with new exams
Gaps in foundation ELA skills

Low participation rating on District Performance Framework
Inaccurate student data in the data pipeline
Students opted out were not coded correctly



Root Causes

Academic achievement for students with IEP's and accessing the FRL program.Priority Performance Challenge: 

Lack of intervention programs
Lack of aligned, timely information regarding mastery of standards causes intervention to be delayed absent. Lack of English language arts
interventions programs for students with disabilities

lack of Literary text analysis
Students will improve their ability to determine theme in a text and compare/contrast characters within a text and in different novels.

Lack of Highly qualified special education teachers
Some buildings have been unable to hire and retain highly qualified special education teachers.

lack of Informational text analysis
Students will receive more exposure to informational text as well as improve their ability to determine main idea and compare/contrast
information within paired text.

Inadequate intervention time during the school day
Students lack time/space in their schedules during which they could receive targeted intervention relative to English instruction



Academic growth for students in English language arts.Priority Performance Challenge: 

lack of Literary text analysis
Students will improve their ability to determine theme in a text and compare/contrast characters within a text and in different novels.

lack of Informational text analysis
Students will receive more exposure to informational text as well as improve their ability to determine main idea and compare/contrast
information within paired text.

Lack of interim data
Lack of interim data to aide identification of specific student curriculum gaps.

Curricular misalignment with new exams
Curricula is misaligned with new exams and the Colorado Academic Standards. End of course and interim exams myst be aligned to
tasks/standards that will be assessed on state-level exams.

Gaps in foundation ELA skills
Lack of foundational ELA skills

Low participation rating on District Performance FrameworkPriority Performance Challenge: 

Inaccurate student data in the data pipeline
Students were counted as non-participants for the district when they had moved from the district. Grade levels are small enough that the
mis-recorded data had an impact on our participation rates.

Students opted out were not coded correctly
Students were not carried over to the CMAS side of PearsonAccessNext thus they were not coded as a parent opt out, which effected our
participation rate.



Provide a rationale for how these Root Causes were selected and verified:

All three buildings used the Data Analysis Model to analyze student data. They pulled from current  PARCC/CMAS, ACT, NWEA,classroom
surveys, and other local data points. Performance challenges, root causes, and major improvement strategies were identified at each building.
 Each building then took their draft Root Causes to their SAC teams to discuss further.  

  



Action Plans

School Target Setting

 Districts are expected to set their own annual targets for academic achievement, academic growth, and postsecondary andDirections:
workforce readiness. At a minimum, districts should set targets for each of the performance indicators where state expectations are not met;
targets should also be connected to prioritized performance challenges. For each annual performance target, identify interim measures that
will be used to monitor progress toward the annual targets at least quarterly during the school year.

Priority Performance Challenge : Academic achievement for students with IEP's and accessing the FRL program.

Performance Indicator: Disaggregated Achievement

Measures / Metrics: ELA

Annual
Performance

Targets

2016-2017: Goal: Students who qualify for FRL will be within 10 percentage points of our total school
group in both ELA and math. Goal: Students with disabilities will be approaching state
expectations in ELA and math (>15%ile)

2017-2018: Goal: Students who qualify for FRL will be within 8 percentage points of our total school
group in both ELA and math. Goal: Students with disabilities will be approaching state
expectations in ELA and math (>25%ile)

Interim Measures for 2016-2017: NWEA-Map assessmnet is administered in August, December, and May.

Priority Performance Challenge : Academic growth for students in English language arts.



Performance Indicator: Academic Growth

Measures / Metrics: ELA

Annual
Performance

Targets

2016-2017: Meet the recommended 50%ile in growth.

2017-2018: Meet or exceed the recommended 55%ile in growth

Interim Measures for 2016-2017: Use of NWEA to track student growth within the area of ELA.

Priority Performance Challenge : Low participation rating on District Performance Framework

Performance Indicator: Student Engagement

Measures / Metrics: Supplemental Measure(s)

Annual
Performance

Targets

2016-2017: Platte Canyon School District will achieve a 95% participation rating on all areas of state
assessment.

2017-2018: Platte Canyon School District will achieve a 95% participation rating on all areas of state
assessment.

Interim Measures for 2016-2017: We will ensure that students are recorded as opt-out or are correctly placed in their
appropriate district if they have moved from our district.



Planning Form

Major Improvement Strategy
Name:

Provide intervention classes within the school schedule.

Major Improvement Strategy
Description:

Schedule will include targeted intervention classes

Associated Root Causes:

 Students lack time/space in their schedules during which they could receiveInadequate intervention time during the school day:
targeted intervention relative to English instruction

Action Steps Associated with MIS

Name Description Start/End Date Resource Key Personnel Status School Year

Schedule
Revision

Include interveion
classes in PCHS
Master Schedule

08/15/2016
05/19/2017

High school
counselor, Staff
leadership

In Progress This School Year

Implementation Benchmark Associated with MIS

Action Step
Name
(Association)

IB Name Description Start/End/Repeats Key Personnel Status School Year



Major Improvement Strategy
Name:

Implement school-wide focus on reviewing non-fiction literature.

Major Improvement Strategy
Description:

Weekly, teachers will provide opportunities for students to read and react to non-fiction articles.
As a result we should expect to see improvement in standardized test scores on these types of
questions.

Associated Root Causes:

 Students will receive more exposure to informational text as well as improve their ability tolack of Informational text analysis:
determine main idea and compare/contrast information within paired text.

 Curricula is misaligned with new exams and the Colorado Academic Standards. End ofCurricular misalignment with new exams:
course and interim exams myst be aligned to tasks/standards that will be assessed on state-level exams.

 Lack of foundational ELA skillsGaps in foundation ELA skills:

Action Steps Associated with MIS

Name Description Start/End Date Resource Key Personnel Status School Year

Implement
school-wide
non-fictio literacy
program.

At least once
weekly, all
teachers will
provide
opportunities for
students to read
and react to
non-fiction
articles, etc.

08/15/2016
05/19/2017

Teacher provided
resources

Teachers at
middle school
and high school

In Progress This School Year

Social Studies Teach
informational text
analysis with text
that is related to
social studies
content

08/16/2016
05/24/2017

new social
studies texts,
interactive read
alouds, Units of

classroom
teachers

In Progress This School Year



Study for reading,
Common Core
Writing Text

Science text Teach
informaitonal text
analysis with text
that is related to
science content

08/16/2016
05/24/2017

Science texts,
interactive read
alouds, Units of
Study for reading,
Common Core
writing text

science teachers,
classroom
teachers

In Progress This School Year

Implementation Benchmark Associated with MIS

Action Step
Name
(Association)

IB Name Description Start/End/Repeats Key Personnel Status School Year

Major Improvement Strategy
Name:

Computer literacy

Major Improvement Strategy
Description:

A certified teacher will incorporate keyboarding skills with the modeling and application of
reading online text and writing responses on the computer. The computer literacy teacher will
also incorporate math fluency and vocabulary work in the computer literacy class.

Associated Root Causes:

 Students will improve their ability to determine theme in a text and compare/contrast characters within alack of Literary text analysis:
text and in different novels.

 Lack of foundational ELA skillsGaps in foundation ELA skills:

 Students will receive more exposure to informational text as well as improve their ability tolack of Informational text analysis:
determine main idea and compare/contrast information within paired text.



Action Steps Associated with MIS

Name Description Start/End Date Resource Key Personnel Status School Year

Computer literacy
classes

Scheduled
classes for
computer literacy
both during
specials and
during ELA block

08/16/2016
05/24/2017

KWOT program,
Extra Math,
Vocabulary
program

Computer literacy
teacher, all
classroom
teachers

In Progress This School Year

Compare/Contrast
text

Use computer to
view multiple
texts on the same
or similar
subjects, written
response with
compare/contast

08/16/2016
05/24/2017

on-line resources Computer literacy
teachers, all
classroom
teachers

In Progress This School Year

Implementation Benchmark Associated with MIS

Action Step
Name
(Association)

IB Name Description Start/End/Repeats Key Personnel Status School Year

Major Improvement Strategy
Name:

The DAC will code all parent opt-outs prior to testing

Major Improvement Strategy
Description:

The DAC will ensure that all students opted out of testing will be coded correctly in
PearsonAccessNext as well as confirm the status of each student is coded correctly on the SBD
thus each school will acheive the 95% participation rates required by the state.

Associated Root Causes:



 Students were not carried over to the CMAS side of PearsonAccessNext thus they wereStudents opted out were not coded correctly:
not coded as a parent opt out, which effected our participation rate.

Action Steps Associated with MIS

Name Description Start/End Date Resource Key Personnel Status School Year

Accurately input
opt-out students

Check to ensure all
students are
opted-out in
PearsonAccessNext

02/01/2017
04/28/2017

PearsonAccessNext DAC In Progress This School
Year

Implementation Benchmark Associated with MIS

Action Step
Name
(Association)

IB Name Description Start/End/Repeats Key Personnel Status School Year

Major Improvement Strategy
Name:

Written expression

Major Improvement Strategy
Description:

Teachers will continue to use Step up to Writing and incorporate Units of Study for Writing
through a writing workshop model which gives students targeted mini lessons,
exemplars,writing conferences and extensive writing time.

Associated Root Causes:

 Lack of foundational ELA skillsGaps in foundation ELA skills:

Action Steps Associated with MIS



Name Description Start/End Date Resource Key Personnel Status School Year

Writing workshop Writing lead for
each team will
guide the writing
instruction based
on Step Up To
Writing and the
Units of Study

08/16/2016
05/24/2017

SUTW and Units
of Study

Classroom
teachers

In Progress This School Year

Writing Samples
BOY, MOY, EOY

Using Writing
Pathways
protocol, teachers
will administer a
writing sample
that is collegially
graded and
analyzed to
inform instruction

08/16/2016
05/24/2017

Writing Pathways,
Units of Study

Classroom
teachers

In Progress This School Year

Implementation Benchmark Associated with MIS

Action Step
Name
(Association)

IB Name Description Start/End/Repeats Key Personnel Status School Year

Major Improvement Strategy
Name:

Vocabulary skills

Major Improvement Strategy
Description:

Across the subject areas, teachers will model and teach tackling "tough words." Teachers will
model and teach identifying and categorizing unfamiliar words through read aloud. 'Word
Collector" pages in reading journals will be used to record new and interesting words.

Associated Root Causes:



 Lack of foundational ELA skillsGaps in foundation ELA skills:

Action Steps Associated with MIS

Name Description Start/End Date Resource Key Personnel Status School Year

Model vocabulary
strategies

During ELA time,
model using
evidence from
text to figure out
new vocabulary
words

08/16/2016
05/24/2017

Literary text,
informational text

All teachers In Progress This School Year

Word Collector Using reading
journals to record
new and
interesting words

08/16/2016
05/24/2017

Reading journals All teachers In Progress This School Year

context clues Explicit instruction
in using context
to understand
new vocaubary

08/16/2016
05/24/2017

Context clues
structures,
Literary text,
informational text

All teachers In Progress This School Year

Implementation Benchmark Associated with MIS

Action Step
Name
(Association)

IB Name Description Start/End/Repeats Key Personnel Status School Year

Major Improvement Strategy
Name:

Identify students that struggle in English using NWEA data and teacher referrals

Major Improvement Strategy
Description:

Using data, students will be placed in intervention courses at the stat of each quarter or
mid-quarter through the RtI process.



Associated Root Causes:

 Lack of aligned, timely information regarding mastery of standards causes intervention to be delayedLack of intervention programs:
absent. Lack of English language arts interventions programs for students with disabilities

 Lack of interim data to aide identification of specific student curriculum gaps.Lack of interim data:

Action Steps Associated with MIS

Name Description Start/End Date Resource Key Personnel Status School Year

Analyze NWEA
data

Individual
teachers, RtI
teams, and teams
will use NWEA
data to identify
struggling
students

09/01/2016
05/11/2017

NWEA data
results

Teachers,
counselors,
principals,
Curriculum and
Assessment
Coordinator

In Progress This School Year

Implementation Benchmark Associated with MIS

Action Step
Name
(Association)

IB Name Description Start/End/Repeats Key Personnel Status School Year

Major Improvement Strategy
Name:

Post early for anticipated special education positions

Major Improvement Strategy
Description:

Post and interview early for special education positions in order to attract the most qualified and
experienced teachers.



Associated Root Causes:

 Some buildings have been unable to hire and retain highly qualified specialLack of Highly qualified special education teachers:
education teachers.

Action Steps Associated with MIS

Name Description Start/End Date Resource Key Personnel Status School Year

Implementation Benchmark Associated with MIS

Action Step
Name
(Association)

IB Name Description Start/End/Repeats Key Personnel Status School Year

Major Improvement Strategy
Name:

Provide release time for teachers to analyze data and align curricula.

Major Improvement Strategy
Description:

Improved scores on English portion of standardized test.

Associated Root Causes:

 Curricula is misaligned with new exams and the Colorado Academic Standards. End ofCurricular misalignment with new exams:
course and interim exams myst be aligned to tasks/standards that will be assessed on state-level exams.

Action Steps Associated with MIS

Name Description Start/End Date Resource Key Personnel Status School Year



Implementation Benchmark Associated with MIS

Action Step
Name
(Association)

IB Name Description Start/End/Repeats Key Personnel Status School Year

Major Improvement Strategy
Name:

Staffing pattern analysis

Major Improvement Strategy
Description:

Director of Special Education to complete an analysis of instructional delivery staffing patterns
to align to student needs

Associated Root Causes:

 Some buildings have been unable to hire and retain highly qualified specialLack of Highly qualified special education teachers:
education teachers.

Action Steps Associated with MIS

Name Description Start/End Date Resource Key Personnel Status School Year

Implementation Benchmark Associated with MIS

Action Step
Name
(Association)

IB Name Description Start/End/Repeats Key Personnel Status School Year



Major Improvement Strategy
Name:

Validate the SBD so as to identify students who have moved

Major Improvement Strategy
Description:

Platte Canyon will not receive "no score" for students who have left the district prior to testing.

Associated Root Causes:

 Students were counted as non-participants for the district when they had moved from theInaccurate student data in the data pipeline:
district. Grade levels are small enough that the mis-recorded data had an impact on our participation rates.

Action Steps Associated with MIS

Name Description Start/End Date Resource Key Personnel Status School Year

Validate SBD check to ensure
that all student
biographical data
to ensure it's
accuracy

01/04/2017
06/16/2017

Student
Biographical data

SAC's and DAC In Progress This School Year

Implementation Benchmark Associated with MIS

Action Step
Name
(Association)

IB Name Description Start/End/Repeats Key Personnel Status School Year


